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The more puzzles you solve, the more you want to play Ã¢â‚¬â€• that's the secret of sudoku, the

Japanese sensation that's sweeping the globe.There are dozens of sudoku puzzle books available,

but this whimsically illustrated edition is specially designed for kids. Its 48 brand-new puzzles are

geared toward players from the ages of 8 to 13, but anyone can enjoy them. All you have to do is fill

in the squares with the digits 1 through 9 in such a way that each digit appears in each column, row,

and large square only once. That's all there is to it! No math skills are needed, just reasoning and

logic Ã¢â‚¬â€• and an appetite for hours of nonstop puzzle fun! Solutions appear at the end.
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I purchased this for our elementary school. I am introducing a unit on logic, and this puzzle has a



nice range of abilities. We stared with the lowest level and progressed to the end. The students

were able to grasp the concept, especially as it stair steps nicely up through the levels. My Kinder's

were even able to do the 4x4 puzzles after we started with picture Sudoku for them.

Bought this for my 5 year old who recently found the joy in sudoku puzzles and quickly became

addicted. It's a small book with lots of puzzles and increasing difficulty as the pages go on.Each

page is also decorated with cute sketches adding additional joy to my kid!Its def a good book for

starters and fun for anyone.

Perfect for beginner.The first part is super simple with X's and O's and good for my 5 year old. The

second part with numbers in a 3 x 3 small grid format I started with my 8 year old son who was

resistant to Sudoku. But, once he completed the book. He likes these puzzles and want more

advanced Sodoku now.As a adult I also started on the second part also with the numbers and and

smaller grid. it was a good introduction for me too! It got me hooked and I have bought more

advanced Sudoku puzzles to complete at night. Also, it got me on the road to buy other logic

puzzles for myself.

Gift for our 6 1/2 year old granddaughter. She loved it and zipped through half the book in no time

flat.

My 6 year old son was able to many of these on his own on the 3 hour plane ride. He needed some

help with the later puzzles, but the first few puzzles got him through take off and about 40 minutes

into the flight. I was happy to put my book down after that and work the puzzles with him. It was an

activity that occupied both of us that i felt good about - good way to put off screen time on the plane!

Nephews first Suduko book. Fun learning for him.

Bought this for my 6 year old and it was a hit. Kept him occupied, and also something fun we could

do together. It's a small size book so easy to fit in my bag for on the go entertainment (restaurant,

etc.) They start off easy and get more challenging. Great introduction to sudoku for young children

and highly recommend.

My 7 year old grandson asked me to teach him how to do a Sudoku puzzle & I saw this beginner



book on ! It's simple enough to start him on the basics & he's hooked like me! For a kid who plays

sports, always wants to play outside & never stops moving this was a great way to get him to just sit

& concentrate on something other than TV!
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